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Base

 FEATURES:
                    Single Neo Wrap - Simplistic wrap and go closure system

                            Thermoform Lumber Support - Extra padding for lower back support

                            Mid Back Profile - Gives an extra degree of mobility

                            High Hook Height - Allows for super easy release when required
  
                            Removable Grab Handle - Versatility to cross sell

                            S/S Leash Rings - Clip in for added safety

                            Key pocket - Secure your key on the elastic cord and tuck away into key pocket

DESCRIPTION: 
                          The Base harness is designed to be a price point product that delivers versatility and
                          functionality. This harness can be marketed for both Windsurfing and Kitesurfing with 
                          the aid of a detachable grab handle.

SIZES:               S                M                L                XL



 Cross Fire

 FEATURES:
                     Internal Neo Belt - Pull around the waist for a secure tight fit

                            Thermoform Lumber Support - Extra padding for lower back support

                            Full Neo Soft Edge - 2mm Neoprene edge for comfort and protection

                            Mid Back Profile - Give an extra degree of mobility

                            High Hook Height - Allows for a super easy release when required

                            Key Pocket - Secure your key on the elastic cord and tuck away into key pocket 

                  

DESCRIPTION: 
                          The Cross Fire blends affordable pricing with proven design. This delivers a harness with
                          thermoform padding, a medium flex character and is finished in a soft neoprene wrap.
                          All these attributes lend to a functional design that provides maximum support in the
                          lower back and minimises point loading

SIZES:               S                M                L                XL



 Contour

SIZES:               S                M                L                XL

 FEATURES:   Neo Wrap - Provides a comfortable fit and feel across stomach  

                            Full Neo Inner Skin - 3mm Neoprene lining for comfort and protection

                            3-D Thermoformed Outer Skin - Provides support and structure with a modern look

                            High Back Profile - Maximum back support for hooked in riding

                            High Hook Height - Allows for a super easy release when required

                            Quick Release Hook - Removes the need to undo webbing loops

                            Optional Bar Pad - Locks in the spreader bar for a secure fit

                            S/S Leash Rings - Clip in for added safety

                            Key pocket - Secure your key on the elastic cord and tuck away in the key pocket 

DESCRIPTION: 

           The Contour offers all the comforts, style and design required to meet the more choosey of buyers.
           Extra attention has been paid to rider comfort, a full neoprene inner skin and outer edge offer a 
           slick feel against the body and finished with a thermoformed outer for appearance, structure and
           support. Extra s/s rings have been added for bar pad options or simply to anchor a safety leash, 
           giving the Contour a broader market appeal.
                                   



Transit

DESCRIPTION: 

                          The Transit was developed through a need for practicality and functionality, in dual
                          function harness that combines a waist with a seat. This concept provides the high
                          back support and hook height in a waist harness with the secure fit and feel of a seat.
                          Also optioned with all the features that are delivered in the contour.                           
                                  

SIZES:               S                M                L                XL

 FEATURES:   

                    Seat Attachment - Stops the harness from riding up and provides extra support
                            Neo Wrap - Provides a comfortable fit and feel across the stomach  
                            Full Neo Inner Skin - 3mm Neoprene lining for comfort and protection
                            3-D Thermoformed Outer Skin - Provides support and structure with a modern look
                            High Back Profile - Maximum back support for hooked in riding
                            Mid Hook Height - Allows for the pull to come from the centre of the body
                            Quick Release Hook - Removes the need to undo webbing loops
                            Optional Bar Pad - Locks in the spreader bar for a secure fit
                            S/S Leash Rings - Clip in for added safety
                            Key pocket - Secure your key on the elastic cord and tuck away in the key pocket  



 Hot Seat

DESCRIPTION: 

                          Using 3-D moulding and layering the Hot Seat has been designed to provide maximum
                          support through the hip and seat area, this transfers the necessary power and control
                          through to the rig. Differing from a waist harness the Hot Seat also has a lower back
                          profile and lower hook height.                            
                                  

 FEATURES:   
                            Release Buckles - 20mm side release buckles secure the front sections together  

                            3-D Moulded Outer skin - Provides structure and support for a firm fit

                            Low Back Profile - Transfers the support through hips and seat

                            Low Hook Height - Lower centre of gravity un-weights the board 

                            Quick Release Hook - Removes the need to undo webbing loops

                            Neo Leg Straps - 2mm neoprene offers extra comfort and support

                            Key pocket - Secure your key to the elastic cord and tuck away in the key pocket

                              

SIZES:               S                M                L                XL



Sapphire

 FEATURES:
                    Neo Wrap - Provides a comfortable fit and feel across the stomach 

                            Low Back Profile - Fits snugly into the lower back 

                            High Hook Height - Allows for super easy release when required 
  
                            Removable Grab Handle - Versatility to cross sell

                            S/S Leash Rings - Clip in for added safety

                            Key pocket - Secure your key to the elastic cord and tuck away in the key pocket

DESCRIPTION: 
                          Designed with the Female form in mind the Sapphire offers maximum comfort
                          with lower back support. Using a narrow profile and soft edging we have minimised
                          the risk of bruising around the rib and hip area. Also offering versatility the Sapphire
                          can be marketed to young children and smaller body types alike.

SIZES:               XS                S                M                L



Flight Control Waist

DESCRIPTION: 

                          Based on the Contour the Flight Control waist is specifically designed for the kiter in
                          mind. Offering standard features such as bar pad, grab handle and leash rings this
                          harness will appeal to the beginner and pro alike. With a progressive design providing
                          freedom of movement and load distribution we have minimised any point loading.
                                  

SIZES:               S                M                L                XL

 FEATURES:       

                            Neo Wrap - Provides a comfortable fit and feel across the stomach  
                            Full Neo Inner Skin - 3mm Neoprene lining for comfort and protection
                            3-D Thermoformed Outer Skin -Provides support and structure with a modern look
                            High Back Profile - Maximum back support for hooked in riding
                            High Hook Height - Allows for extra freedom of movement for powered moves
                            Widestyle Hook - Reduces accidental release from the chicken loop
                            Quick Release Hook - Removes the need to undo webbing loops
                            Bar Pad - Locks in the spreader bar for a secure fit
                            Grab Handle - Designed for safety when launching overpowered 
                            S/S Leash Rings - Clip in for added safety
                            Key pocket - Secure your key to the elastic cord and tuck away in the key pocket  



Flight Control Combo

DESCRIPTION: 

                          With an added seat attachment the Flight Control Combo provides extra support in the
                          seat area. This aids in keeping the harness locked into position when flying the kite high.
                                 Using this combination we can maintain the support and structure through the back of
                          the harness but also promoting better edging relying on the seat area.

SIZES:               S                M                L                XL

FEATURES:       

                            Seat Attachment - Stop the harness from riding up and provides extra support                         
                            Neo Wrap - Provides a comfortable fit and feel across the stomach  
                            Full Neo Inner Skin - 3mm Neoprene lining for comfort and protection
                            3-D Thermoformed Outer Skin -Provides support and structure with a modern look
                            High Back Profile - Maximum back support for hooked in riding
                            Mid Hook Height - Allows for the pull to come from the centre of the body
                            Widestyle Hook - Reduces accidental release from the chicken loop
                            Quick Release Hook - Removes the need to undo webbing loops
                            Bar Pad - Locks in the spreader bar for a secure fit
                            Grab Handle - Designed for safety when launching overpowered 
                            S/S Leash Rings - Clip in for added safety
                            Key pocket - Secure you key on the elastic cord and tuck away in the key pocket  



Flight Control Seat

DESCRIPTION: 

                         Incorporating a moulded and layered pattern the Flight Control Seat provides maximum
                         support through the hips and seat reducing any point loading from hard edges.
                         With a lower back profile and hook height this allows the rider to transfer all the weight
                         through the heels promoting better edging.
                         
                                  

SIZES:               S                M                L                XL

 FEATURES:      

                            Neo Wrap - Provides a comfortable fit and feel across the stomach  
                            3-D Moulded Outer Skin - Provides structure and support for a firm fit
                            Low Back Profile - Transfers the support through the hips and seat
                            Low Hook Height - Lowers the centre of gravity and promotes better edging
                            Widestyle Hook - Reduces accidental release from the chicken loop
                            Quick Release Hook - Removes the need to undo webbing loops
                            Bar Pad - Locks in the spreader bar for a secure fit
                            Grab Handle - Designed for safety when launching overpowered 
                            S/S Leash Rings - Clip in for added safety
                            Neo Leg Straps - 2mm neoprene offers extra comfort and support
                            Key pocket - Secure your key on the elastic cord and tuck away in the key pouch   



Felix

SIZES:               S                M                L                XL

DESCRIPTION: 

                          Incorporating the hardcore style and character of Felix Pivec this design features a
                          low back profile lined in
                          restriction are key elements. Also with a unique look, moulded handle and Neoprene
                          buckle fairing’s to reduce line snagging make this model the choice for power riders.
                                  

 a full neoprene inner. Freedom of movement with minimal

 FEATURES:      

                            Neo Wrap - Provides a comfortable fit and feel across the stomach  
                            Full Neo Inner Skin - 3mm Neoprene lining for comfort and protection 
                            Low Back Profile - Minimal restriction for powered moves 
                            High Hook Height - Allows for extra freedom of movement for powered moves
                            Widestyle Hook - Reduces accidental release from the chicken loop
                            Quick Release Hook - Removes the need to undo webbing loops
                            Integrated Bar Pad - Locks in the spreader bar for a secure fit
                            Moulded Grab Handle - Designed for safety when launching overpowered 
                            S/S Leash Rings - Clip in for added safety
                            Neo Buckle Fairing’s -  Reduces lines snagging around buckles
                            Key Pocket - Secure your key to the elastic cord and tuck away in the key pocket  



Harness Accessories

DESCRIPTION: 

                          1. Quick Release Hook - Standard on all the harnesses except our price point version the 
                          Base. Allows for easy access in or out of the harness.  
                          2. Bar Pad - Supplied as standard or as an option the bar pad helps to reduce the ride
                          of the spreader bar into the rib area
                           

 FEATURES:       

                           Quick Release Hook -  Embossed Flying Objects logo
                                                            Bright red handle for easy location
                                                            Solid metal hook that won’t bend or pop out

                            Bar Pad - Soft foam padding used on the inside for protection
                                          Rigid plastic insert to maintain shape and form
                                          Velcro fastening tabs to keep the hook in place
                                          Locking clips to secure the pad firmly in position
                                          Strap Attachments anchor the pad to the harness

                           Standard Harness Hook - Supplied in 20cm or 25cm x 1.5” stainless
                           Widestyle Kite Hook - Designed specifically for Kitesurfing to reduce accidental
                                                           release from the chicken loop using a wider hook section
                                                           Standard 25cm length 
  

1.

2.

Bar Sizes: 20cm x 1.5” & 25cm x 1.5”    



Harness Lines

1. 2.

DESCRIPTION: 

                          1. Fixed Harness Lines - Classic style built strong to last 
                          2. Removable Fixed Harness Lines - Put them on and take them off, all without having
                              to remove the tail piece of the boom. Simply fold the velcro tab over the boom arm
                              and slide through the stainless ring, then fasten the velcro in place. Its that easy. 
                           

 FEATURES:       

                           Fixed Harness Lines - Built tough to withstand the harshest environments
                                                           Low stretch polyester rope maintains size and shape
                                                           Transparent urethane tube 
                                                           Clear PVC size labels

                           Removable Fixed Harness Lines - Built to the same specs as the standard lines
                                                                           Low stretch polyester rope maintains size and shape
                                                                           Transparent urethane tube
                                                                           Clear PVC size label
                                                                           Stainless steel rings for closure system
                                                                           

Sizes:     18”    20”    22”    24”    26”    28”    30”    32”    



Footstraps

1.

2.

DESCRIPTION: 

                          1. SoftLine Footstrap - Easily adjustable belt style strap with built in pre curve. 
                          2. RedLine Footstrap - Velcro adjustable light weight strap, designed to minimise water  
                                                                         absorption and maintains a pre curved shape.

 FEATURES:       

                            SoftLine Footstrap - 3mm Neoprene outer lining for comfort and protection
                                                         Thermoformed outer cover for texture and style
                                                         Pre curved shaping through high density webbing and PE stiffener
                                                         Belt style adjustment through a stainless steel ring
                                                         Multiple screw holes for adjustment and fit

                            RedLine Footstrap - 3mm Plush neoprene for super soft comfort
                                                         Light weight design
                                                         Layered velcro adjustment
                                                         Pre curved shaping through high density webbing and PE stiffener
                                                         Multiple screw holes for adjustment and fit 



Travel Cover

DESCRIPTION: 

                             One of the products that Flying Objects has founded its reputation on, our travel
                             covers are made from quality 600D polyester and padded out to 10mm. Using high
                             quality YKK zippers and sliders avoids any salt corrosion or jamming. 8 cover sizes
                             to suit a wide range of modern style boards from many manufacturers.

 FEATURES:       

                             600D polyester - Used top and bottom for long lasting durability

                             10mm Padding - High density thickness for maximum protection

                             Internal  lining reduces moisture absorption

                             YKK plastic zippers - #10 sliders that will not corrode in saltwater or jam up with sand

                             Drag patches - Heavy duty diamond embossed PVC at the nose and tail

                             Carry handles - 3 to 4 conveniently located handles depending on cover size

                             Fin Slot - Allows the fin to remain in the board while stored

                             Complete range - 8 models to cover a broad market appeal
                             
                              

PE Fabric  -  PE

Sizes:    
 235 x 60      250 x 55      255 x 70        265 x 70
 235 x 80      250 x 65      255 x 100      265 x 80



Board Bag

Sizes:    
235 x 60   250 x 55   255 x 70     265 x 70   280 x 90  
235 x 80   250 x 65   255 x 100   265 x 80   280 x 110

DESCRIPTION: 

                             Based on the travel cover patterns we have developed the board bag as a price point
                             alternative. Using the same 600D polyester for the top and  for 
                             the bottom the board bag provides extra heat deflection. Also delivered with a carry 
                             strap for extra mobility and is padded to a total of 6mm for protection

 a reflective silver PE

 FEATURES:       

                             600D polyester - Used on the top for long lasting durability

                             6mm Padding - lighter padding for every day use and protection 

                             Reflective PE fabric - Deflects light from the surface to minimise heat absorption

                             Internal PE Fa lining reduces moisture absorption 
                             
                             Drag patches - Heavy duty diamond embossed PVC on the nose and tail

                             Carry handles - Up to 4 conveniently located handles depending on cover size

                             Fin Slot - Allows the fin to remain in the board while stored                             

                             Complete range - 10 models to cover a broad market appeal
                             
                              

bric - PE 



 Triple Travel Cover

DESCRIPTION: 

                             With overall weight whilst travelling in mind the triple was designed to allow for more
                             gear to be packed rather than heavy bells and whistles. Built in the style of our
                             travel covers the triple still remains very durable, with space for 3 boards up to 260cm
                             long all sleeved between with internal foam pads.

 FEATURES:       

                             600D polyester - covering all external surfaces for maximum durability and protection

                             6mm Padding - each wall structure is lined with a light weight foam core

                             Drag patches - Heavy duty diamond embossed PVC at the nose and tail

                             Carry handles - 3 conveniently located handles for ease of moving
 
                             Torsion Straps - 8 torsion straps to secure a tight fit around the boards

                             Foam Sleeves - 2 extra foam sleeves for added protection between boards

                             Light weight - Reduced weight for frequent travellers and minimising excess baggage
                             
                              

Size:   260cm fitting 3 boards



Boom Bag

DESCRIPTION: 

                             Able to take up to 6 booms + accessories these boom bags are built using our 600D
                             polyester and also designed to be light weight for ease of travel. Available in 2 sizes
                             to accommodate both wave and race sized booms.

 FEATURES:       

                             600D polyester - covering all external surfaces for maximum durability and protection

                             6mm Padding - each wall structure is lined with a light weight foam core

                             Carry handles - 3 conveniently located handles for ease of moving
 
                             Torsion Straps - 6 torsion straps to secure a tight fit around the booms

                             Light Weight - Reduced weight for frequent travellers and minimising excess baggage

                             
                             
                              

Sizes:             Wave 170cm              Race 230cm   



 Quiver Bag

DESCRIPTION: 

                             Made using our 600D polyester the quiver bag will cater for several masts and sails.
                             Easy access to the main section through a full length zip and also smaller 
                             compartment for smaller items. Again built to be very light weight for ease of travel.
                             Both ends protected using diamond embossed drag patches along with carry handles. 

 FEATURES:       

                             

                                                   
                             Carry handles - 3 conveniently located handles for ease of moving   

                             Light Weight - Reduced weight for frequent travellers and minimising excess baggage

                             Accessories pockets - Extra storage for extensions, bases etc..

                             Torsion straps - Secure a tight fit around the sails and masts 

                             
                             
                              

600D polyester - covering all surfaces for maximum durability and protection

                             Drag patches - Heavy duty diamond embossed  

Sizes:                       255cm long   



 TT Cover

DESCRIPTION: 

                             A single TT cover made using 600D polyester both top and bottom with sizes and
                             widths designed for modern board styles. An overall thickness of 6mm will provide
                             ample protection and lined with PE fabric to reduce moisture absorption.
                             

        

                             

                                                      
                            

                             
                              

FEATURES:
600D polyester - used top and bottom for long lasting durability

                             6mm Padding - maximum protection in a light weight design                              

                             Internal PE Fabric - PE lining reduces moisture absorption 

                             Carry handle - carry handle centred for a balanced weight distribution 

                             Complete range - 5 sizes to cover a broad range of models

Sizes:         120         130         140         150         160    



 Kite Roller Bag

  Size:   145cm Long by 50cm Wide 

        

                             

                                                      
                            

                             
                              

FEATURES:
600D polyester - used throughout for long lasting durability

                             6mm Padding - maximum protection in a light weight design                              

                             Internal PE Fabric - PE lining reduces moisture absorption

                             Internal tie down - Secure your board to the base structure for protection

                             Internal pockets - keep smaller accessories secure and easy to find

                             Roller wheels - for ease of transport of heavy loads

                             Torsion straps - Secures a tight fit when fully loaded                                  

                             Carry handle - carry handle centred for a balanced weight distribution 

                             

DESCRIPTION: 

                             Designed for the frequent travelling kiter the TT roller will take 1 board, 2 kites and
                             has several pockets for the extra accessories needed. Built for maximum protection 
                             and using 6mm padding covered by 600D polyester this bag packs tight with 2 torsion
                             straps for a secure load all on travel wheels for mobility.
                             



Kite Coffin Bag

  Size:   145cm Long by 50cm Wide 

DESCRIPTION: 

                             Capable of storing 1 board and 2 kites this coffin bag is a must for the travelling kiter.
                             Minimising the excess use of material we have aimed to reduce weight where possible.
                             Built for maximum protection and using 6mm padding covered by 600D polyester this
                             bag packs tight with 2 torsion straps for a secure load.
                             

        

                             

                                                      
                            

                             
                              

FEATURES:
600D polyester - used throughout for long lasting durability

                             6mm Padding - maximum protection in a light weight design                              

                             Internal PE Fabric - PE lining reduces moisture absorption 

                             Internal tie down - Secure your board to the base structure for protection

                             Internal pockets - keep smaller accessories secure and easy to find

                             Light Weight - If weight is critical for travel this bag is minimised where possible

                             Torsion straps - Secures a tight fit when fully loaded                                  

                             Carry handle - carry handle centred for a balanced weight distribution 

                             



Surf Roller Bag

DESCRIPTION: 

                             Designed specifically for kite surfboards this bag is tapered towards the nose section
                             and able to store 1 board secured by locking straps with 2 kites packed on top.
                             Built for maximum protection using 6mm padding covered by 600D polyester, this bag
                             packs tight with 2 torsion straps for a secure load, all on travel wheels for mobility.
                             

  Size:                                  6’4

        

                             

                                                      
                            

                             
                              

FEATURES:
600D polyester - used throughout for long lasting durability

                             6mm Padding - maximum protection in a light weight design                              

                             Internal PE Fabric - PE lining reduces moisture absorption 

                             Internal tie down - Secure your board to the base structure for protection

                             Internal pockets - keep smaller accessories secure and easy to find

                             Roller wheels - for ease of transport of heavy loads

                             Torsion straps - Secures a tight fit when fully loaded                                  

                             Carry handle - carry handle centred for a balanced weight distribution 

                             



SUP Travel Cover

  Sizes:          11’2 x 30            11’8 x 30            12’2 x 32

DESCRIPTION: 

                             A new range for Flying Objects, we see a strong market for this growing sport. Our
                             covers are made from quality 600D polyester and padded out to 6mm for added
                             protection. 3 carry handles balanced for equal weight distribution and ease of mobility
                             

 FEATURES:       

                             600D polyester - Used top and bottom for long lasting durability

                             6mm Padding - High density thickness for maximum protection

                             Internal  lining reduces moisture absorption

                             Carry handles - 3 to 4 conveniently located handles depending on cover size

                             Fin Slot - Allows the fin to remain in the board while stored

                             Standard range - 3 models to cover a broad market appeal
                             
                              

PE Fabric  -  PE



Surf Board Bag

  Sizes:               5’10                 6’2                 6’8

DESCRIPTION: 

                             A dual marketed range these surf bags can be used for either kitesurfing or to enter
                             the surf market. Using 600D polyester both top and bottom for durability
                             and extra wear patches at the nose and tail. With a PE lining to minimise water 
                             absorption and 6mm padding for padding and protection.
                             

 FEATURES:       

                             600D polyester - Used top and bottom for long lasting durability

                             6mm Padding - High density thickness for maximum protection

                             Internal  lining reduces moisture absorption 

                             Re-inforcing patches - Nose and tail re-inforcing for added protection

                             Carry handle - Conveniently located handle for a balanced feel

                             Standard range - 3 models to cover a broad market appeal
                             
                              

PE Fabric  -  PE



Windsurf Accessories

1.

DESCRIPTION: 

                             1. Uphaul Rope                                                       2. Boom Bra
                             3. Toe Jam                                                             4. Tie Down - Plastic buckle
                             5. Tie Down - Metal buckle
                             

        

                             
                              

FEATURES: Uphaul Rope - Secure fit using elastic cord

                                                     knotted hand grabs for non slip

                               Boom Bra     - Impact protection for the boom against the board
                                                     Slim line design with velcro wrap attachment
                                                     Higher density padding in critical areas
                                                     600D polyester

                               Toe Jam       - Dual density EVA
                                                    High density PVC patch to secure flex zone
                                                    Pre-formed cone shape for easier rotation inside out

                               Tie Down     - Plastic Buckle with ladder lock closure and Eva padding for protection
                                                    Extra long 3.5m webbing at 1.5mm thick x 25mm wide

                               Tie Down     - Metal Buckle heavy duty spring clip with Eva padding for protection
                                                    Extra long 3.5m webbing at 1.5mm thick x 25mm wide

                                                  

3.

2.

4.

5.



Stash Bag

Sizes:              Wave 60cm                    Race 80cm    

DESCRIPTION: 

                             Available in 2 sizes the stash bag will store a compliment of fins, mast extensions and
                             bases in a handy carry case. With easy access through a double zip flap to a PE 
                             lined water proof compartment housing several padded fin slots. A side pocket will
                             also store smaller items such as screwdrivers, screws and rope.
                             

           

                             
                              

FEATURES:
                              600D PVC - placed in areas to provide support and structure to the frame

                              600D Polyester - used in less critical areas for look and durability

                              Rip stop nylon - centred around areas of high wear

                              PE Lining - provides protection against moisture

                              Fin Sleeves - PE lined foam sleeves to separate and protect individual fins

                              Double Zip - large opening for the main compartment for easy access

                              Side pocket - large side pocket for smaller accessories

                              Carry Handle - main carry handle on end for easy transport 

                                                  



GR 1 Pack

DESCRIPTION: 

                             The GR1 Pack is loaded with Tech features that allow you to carry all those important
                             items in one compact pack. Hidden away in the rear section is a padded laptop pouch 
                             that will fit a decent size screen.  Several other compartments and numerous pockets
                             fill out the GR1, which makes this pack a must have accessory.
                        
                             

  

                             
                              

FEATURES:
                              600D Polyester - Used for overall look, design and durability 

                              420D Nylon - Provides a softer durable lining for inner compartments

                              Foam Padding - Maximum protection for the Laptop casing

                              Total Volume - 31 litres of storage space

                              Compartments - More pockets than you can poke a stick at   

                                                  



Travel Split Roller

DESCRIPTION: 

                             Through the need for numerous trips abroad we designed the perfect travel bag to
                             suit our needs. Two sections that divide via the main zip offers versatility for packing
                             and the ability to pack wet items. A solid base with wheels and retractable handle
                             make it easy to get around. Torsion straps lock down the pack tight.

           

                             
                              

FEATURES:                               

                              600D Polyester - Provides a durable cover against baggage handlers

                              Solid base - For maximum protection to delicate items 

                              Retractable handle - Versatility for rolling transport

                              Torsion straps - Lock down the two sections securely with lock clips

                              Roller wheels - for ease of transport with a heavy load

                              Wet packs - 2 wet packs for toiletries and wet clothing

                              Carry Handle - for extra mobility 

                                                  



DESCRIPTION: 

                             Wash Bag - This bag has NOT been designed with the metro-sexual in mind, but for
                                               the travelling sailor that needs to pack the essentials in a compact unit.
                             Sling Bag  - One for the Chicks, this bag goes over the shoulder and is made from a
                                               durable PVC to protect all your personals in a weather proof bag.  

           

                             
                              

FEATURES:                               

                              1. Wash Bag - 600D Polyester outer for style and durability
                                                   PE lining provides a water tight compartment
                                                   Stainless hook for convenient hanging options
                                                   Light weight compact design
                                                   Mesh pockets to secure larger items in place

                              2. Sling Bag - PVC outer provides protection from the elements
                                                   420D Nylon for a softer durable lining
                                                   Adjustable shoulder strap
                                                   Large front flap secured in place by velcro tabs
                                                   More space than the Tardis for all your smaller items
                                                      

                                                  

Travel Accessories

1.

2.



Travel Accessories

1. 2.

DESCRIPTION: 

                             1. Wallet - may as well keep your money in something cool                                                       
                             3. Sunglass Case - Keep your sunnies in one piece when travelling      
                            
                             

           

                             
                              

FEATURES:

                               Wallet           - Several colours for fashion
                                                     Plenty of room for large notes
                                                     numerous slots for credit cards
                                                     Window slot for drivers licence identification
                                                     Zippered coin slot

                               Toe Jam       - Solid case for maximum protection
                                                    Soft cloth to clean lenses
                                                    Carry strap
                                                   

                                                  



Clothes
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